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Make your selling space work harder - with America’s best-known name in fuses.

Retail Automotive Fuse Assortments

Fuse assortments provide customers a handy selection of fuses and fuse ratings for general replacement applications.

AK-6* - ATC Assortment: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A
BP/AGA-AH - AGA Assortment: 10, 15, (2)20 & (2)30A.
BP/AGA-AL - AGA Assortment: 1, 2, 3, (2)5 & 7½A
BP/AGC-L - AGC Assortment: 1, (2)2, & (3)3A.
BP/AGW-A - AGW Assortment: 7½, (2)15, (2)20 & 30A.
BP/AGX-A - AGX Assortment: (2)20, (2)25 & (2)30A
BP/SFE-AH - SFE Assortment: (2)14, (2)20 & 30A.
BP/SFE-AL - SFE Assortment: 4, 6, (2)7½ & (2)9A.

CB-5* - Car Phone & Mobile Entertainment Assortment:
AGC-1½, (2)2, 2½ & 3A
KE-5 - British Car Assortment: AGC-7½, 15, 20, 25 & 30A.
KG-5* - German/European Car Assortment: GBC-5, (2)8, 16 & 25A.
KJ-5* - Japanese Car Assortment: AGC-5, 10, 15, 20 & 30A.
KJ A-6* - ATC Japanese Car Assortment: 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20 & 30A.
KM-6LP - ATM Low-Profile Assortment: 7½LP, 10LP, 15LP, 20LP, 25LP & 30LP
KM-8* - ATM Assortment: 2, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A.
MKA-5 - ATC Motorcycle Assortment: 5, 7½, 10, 15 & 20A.
MKG-6 - Motorcycle Assortment: AGX-5, (2)8, 10, 15 & 20A.
UK-6* - American Car Assortment: AGC-5, 15 & 30;
SFE-9, 14 & 20A.

* Also available in tri-lingual packaging. Add “CP/” prefix to part number.

Bold, high-impact package graphics stand out on the shelf. Cooper Bussmann signature colors - bright yellow and black - catch the eye and generate impulse sales.

Minimize handling costs - self-service instructions are printed on every card.
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Build impulse sales with fuse emergency kits. A great way to remind consumers to keep spare fuses on hand.

Use emergency kits to merchandise multiple locations in your store - to generate new sales and profits from unused selling space.

Retail Automotive Fuse Emergency Kits

Fuse emergency kits provide customers a handy selection of fuses and fuse ratings along with a fuse puller for general replacement applications.

AT-7* - ATC Kit: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and FP-A3 Fuse Puller.

DIA-1 - ATC Diagnostic Kit: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and FT-3 Fuse Tester/Puller.

DIA-2 - ATM Diagnostic Kit: 2, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and FT-3 Fuse Tester/Puller.

EK-7* - American Car Kit: AGC-5, 15 & 30; SFE-9, 14 & 20A and FP-A3 Fuse Puller.

KG-7* - German/European Car Kit: GBC-5, (2)8, 16 & 25A and FP-A3 Fuse Puller.


KJA-7* - ATC Japanese Car Kit: 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20 & 30A and FP-A3 Fuse Puller.

KM-9* - ATM Kit: 2, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and FP-A3 Fuse Puller.

MKA-6 - ATC Motorcycle Kit: 5, 7½, 10, 15 & 20A and FP-A3 Fuse Puller.

MKG-7 - Motorcycle Kit: AGX-5, (2)8, 10, 15 & 20A and FP-A3 Fuse Puller.

* Also available in tri-lingual packaging. Add "CP/" prefix to part number.
Increase the "total ring" on your fuse assortment sales - with Cooper Bussmann large-count fuse packages.

Cooper Bussmann Bonus Packs are great for small shops, do-it-yourself mechanics - or for stocking commercial/ service vehicles.

Retail Automotive Fuse Bonus Packs

Fuse bonus packs provide customers a large quantity and selection of fuses and ratings along with a fuse tester/puller for general replacement applications.

AGC-EK - AGC Kit: (60 pieces/10 each) 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and FT-3 Fuse Tester/Puller.

ATM-FMX-EK - ATM and FMX Emergency Kit: 5 each of ATM-10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A, and 1 each of FMX-20, 30, 40, 50A and FT-3 Fuse Tester/Puller.


NO.43* - ATM Kit: 7 each of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and FT-3 Fuse Tester/Puller. Fuses are loose-packed for easy access in reclosable heavy-duty clamshell package.

NO.44* - ATC Kit: 7 each of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and FT-3 Fuse Tester/Puller. Fuses are loose-packed for easy access in reclosable heavy-duty clamshell package.

NO.53 - ATC and Maxi Fuse Kit: (45 pieces) ATC-10, 15, 20, & 30A; MAX-30, 40 & 50A and FT-3 Fuse Tester/Puller.

NO.64 - ATM and Maxi Fuse Kit: (64 pieces) ATM-2, 3, 4, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20 & 30A; MAX 30, 40 & 50A and FT-3 Fuse Tester/Puller

NO.80 - ATC Bulk Assortment: (80 pieces/10 each) 3, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A. Fuses are loose-packed for easy access. Reclosable, heavy-duty clamshell package stores easily in tool boxes.

* Also available in tri-lingual packaging. Add “CP/” prefix to part number.
Marine Displays and Assortments

NO.108BK
Circuit protection emergency kit. Provides for replacement of fuses and circuit breakers for almost any marine electrical circuit. Sturdy, compact reclosable box. A must for commercial marine applications or boating enthusiasts. Contains:

Fuses: Five each of ABC-10, AGC-1½, GMA-2A, MDA-8, ten of AGC-3, 7½, 15, 25, fifteen of AGC-20, 30.

Circuit Breakers: Three each of CBF-30.

NO.M200
Contains the most popular fast-acting and time-delay marine fuses. Comes complete with free rack and inventory/reorder feature.

40 Tins (200 fuses). Contains one tin each of ABC-15, AGA-20, AGC-½, ⅜, ⅝, 1⅛, 2⅛, 3, 4, 5, 7½, ATC-10, 15, 20, 25, 30, GMA-1, 2, 3, MDA-8, SFE-7½, 9, two tins each of AGC-1, 2, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, SFE-14, 20.

Marine Display Kits & Accessories

BPA-5: Marine accessory and bilge pump fuse assortment:
• AGC-5, 10, 15, 20 & 30A.

BP/MDL: ½ to 30A time-delay fuses for marine motor protection. Two MDL fuses per card.

MA-5: Marine accessory assortment:
• AGC-½, 1½, 2 & 3A

MK-6: Marine fuse assortment containing:
• SFE-9, 14 & 20A
• AGC-10, 15 & 30A

See Page 11 for CBBF Marine Rated Battery Fuses
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Retail Automotive Plan-O-Gram
Color-Coded packaging for fast, easy product selection.
Fits standard four-foot wide gondola.
Visual Categorization
• New, color-coded Cooper Bussmann retail packaging
• Fast and easy product identification
• Provides increased shop-ability and faster merchandising
Merchandising Ease
• Retail set is simple and straightforward
• Color-coding encourages return of product to correct peg
• Reduces need for assistance by store personnel
Consumer Friendly
• Fuse Center is easily located
• Point-of-sale identifies fuse types
• Package color indicators zero-in on category

Contact Cooper Bussmann for the most recent Plan-O-Gram product SKUs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4FTAUTOPRODUCT</td>
<td>118 SKU Auto Prepak. Includes one of each part number. Order 4FTAUTOSIGNAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product Only</td>
<td>separately for header and aisle violators (see below).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4FTAUTOSIGNAGE</td>
<td>Includes header, two aisle violators, 118 barcoded reorder tabs and schematic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Only</td>
<td>diagram for easy in-store setup.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For display as shown, order both product (4FTAUTOPRODUCT) and display (4FTAUTOSIGNAGE) separately.
Installer Tilt-Bin Assortments

Turn any pegboard or shelf into a profit-building professional fuse center with interlocking tilt-bin sets from Cooper Bussmann. Bin rows are stocked with assortments of the fastest-selling fuses, holders and accessories. Transparent, tilt-out bins make selection a snap, and let you check inventory at a glance. Order the complete Fuse Center unit - or any combination of bin rows.

Reload part numbers are available for AFC-225, NO.225 and NO.227. The reloads are packed in a polybag labeled with the part number and UPC code.

Bins can be stacked in any combination so you can modify your display to fit your customer’s needs.

Fuses:

- **AFC-90**: Two bin sets containing five each of MAX-20, 30, 40, 50 & 60A and FMX-20, 3 & 40A fuses, FLB-70, FLF-20, 30, 40 & 60A and FLM-60, 80 & 100A and FLS-30 & 40A fusible links.
- **AFC-225**: 25 Each glass tube fuses. AGC-5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and SFE-14, 20 & 30A.
- **NO.225**: 25 Each ATC blade fuses: 3, 4, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A.
- **NO.227**: Ten each ATM blade fuses: 2, 3, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A.

Circuit Breakers

- **NO.235**: Five each of CBB-30, CBF-20, & 30A, UCB-10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A and two CBC-30B.

Fuse Holders:

- **NO.236**: Five each of HHB, HHD, HHG, HHM, HHN, HMK.

Flashers:

- **TEFC**: Three each of NO.232 and NO.233, five each of NO.550 and NO.575, and ten each of NO.552.

All seven units stacked together provide a complete fuse selection for the automotive repair technician. Bins interlock and can be wall-mounted.
Installer Assortments

Traditional Automotive Displays and Assortments

NO.200 Glass Tube and Blade Fuses
40 Tins (172 fuses). The most popular display stand offers a variety of glass tube and blade fuses for every service need. Comes with inventory/reorder feature. Contains one tin each of AGC-1, 2, 3, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, ATC-3, 4, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 25, 30, ATM-2, 3, 4, 5, 7½, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, GBC-8, MAX-20, 30, 50, SFE-14, 20 and two tins each of ATC-20 and MAX-40, 60.

NO.500 Glass Tube and Blade Fuses

NO.90 ATC Fuses
10 Tins (90 fuses). Selection of ATC blade fuses. Fuses tins are packed in plastic box with inventory strip on inside lid. Contains one tin each of 3, 4, 5, 7½, two of 10, 15, 30, three of 25 and five of 20.

NO.45 Fusible Link Kit
The top 16 assorted fusible links for wiring harness protection. Comes with selection guide on inside lid. Contains one each of FLB-40, 60, 70, FLD-80, FLF-20, 30, 40, 50, 60, FLM-80, 100, FLS-30, 40, FMX-20, 30, 40.

NO.60LP Low-Profile ATM Fuses
Assortment contains 60 fuses: ten each of ATM-7½LP, 10LP, 15LP, 20LP, 25LP & 30LP.

NO.95BK ATC & ATM Bulk Display
Selection of 95 ATC and ATM blade fuses. Fuses are loosely packed in 12-cavity, shatter-resistant plastic box. Contains five tins each of ATC-5, 15, 25, ATM-5, 10, 15, 25, 30, ten of ATM-20, fifteen of ATC-10, 20, 30.

NO.100BK ATC Bulk Display
Selection of 160 ATC blade fuses. Fuses are loosely packed in 12-cavity, shatter-resistant plastic box. Contains five tins each of 1, 2, 3, 4, 7½, 15, 25, 40, fifteen of 5, 10, 20, 30.

NO.60LP Low-Profile ATM Fuses
Selection of 95 ATC and ATM blade fuses. Fuses are loosely packed in 12-cavity, shatter-resistant plastic box. Contains five tins each of ATC-5, 15, 25, ATM-5, 10, 15, 25, 30, ten of ATM-20, fifteen of ATC-10, 20, 30.

Display Cards for In-Line Fuse Holders
Easy hassle-free way to set up a fuse shop in any retail outlet (convenience stores, service stations, auto supply). Top-selling assortments are merchandised on sturdy display cards to turn any pegboard into extra fuse profits.

Blade-Type:
HHD-12: 12 HHD ATC blade-type fuse holders (fuses not included)
Installer Assortments

NO.290 - PRO PAK Professional Technician's Assortment
Contains the circuit protection products every service technician needs. The compact case organizes 290 of the most common circuit protection products to restore power fast. Comes with a free, high-power white LED spotlight.
FREE Tech Spotlight
- High-powered White LED Mounted on Insulated Flexible Cord
- Locking on/off switch
- Batteries included: 3 AG13 button cell
- High-grade polished aluminum housing with metal clip and magnetic base that clings to metal surfaces

NO.290 - PRO PAK Professional Technician's Assortment Contents
- Fuse Assortments: AGA-AL (1, 2, 3, 5 & 7 1/2A), AGA-AH (10, 15, 20 & 30A), AGW-A (5, 7 1/2, 15, 20 & 30A) and AGX-A (5, 8, 20, 25 & 30A)
- AGC glass fuses. One tin each containing five fuses: AGC-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 1/2, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A.
- SFE size-rejecting 1/4” glass fuses. One tin each containing five fuses: SFE-4, 7 1/2, 9, 14, 20 & 30A.
- GBC German vehicle fuses. One tin each containing five fuses: GBC-8, 16 & 25A.
- ATM blade fuses. One tin of each rating containing five fuses: ATM-5, 7 1/2, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30A.
- Low-profile ATM blade fuses. One tin each containing five fuses: ATM-7 1/2LP, 10LP, 15LP, 20LP, 25LP & 30LP.
- ATC blade fuses. One tin containing five fuses each of: ATC-3, 4, 5, 7 1/2, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 & 40A.
- Maxi blade fuses. MAX-20, (2)30, (2)40, 50, 60, 70 & 80A.
- FLB bolt-mount fusible links. One each: FLB-40, 50, 60, 70 & 80A.
- FLD bolt-mount fusible link. One FLD-80A.
- FLF female termination fusible links. One each: FLF-20, 30, 40, 50 & 60A.
- FLM male termination fusible links. One each: FLM-60, 80 & 100A.
- FLS female miniature termination fusible links. One each: FLS-30 & 40A.
- FMX female Maxi fusible links. One each: FMX-20, 30, 40, 50 & 60A.
- FMX_LP low-profile female Maxi fuses. One each: FMX-20LP, 30LP, 40LP, 50LP & 60LP.
- HHD 30A ATC fuse holder
- HHH 30A ATM fuse holder
- HHN glass tube fuse holder with AGC-30A fuse
- HMK heavy-duty glass tube fuse holder
- CBB-30 Type II 30A ATC blade-type circuit breaker
- CBC-30HB Type I stud-mount 30A circuit breaker with lengthwise bracket
- UCB-20 Universal 20A ATC blade-type circuit breaker
- UCB-30 Universal 30A ATC blade-type circuit breaker
- FT-3 fuse puller/tester, FP-A3 3-way fuse puller

NO.105 Late Model Automotive Fuse Assortment
Selection of low-profile and regular fuses. Fuses are loosely packed in 12-cavity, shatter-resistant plastic box. Contains:
- 10 each ATM-7 1/2LP, 10LP, 25LP & 30LP;
- 15 each ATM-15LP & 20LP;
- 3 each FMX-20, 30 & 40;
- 2 each FMX-50 & 60;
- 3 each FMX-20LP, 30LP & 40LP;
- 2 each FMX-50LP & 60LP;
- 2 each MAX-30 & 40;
- 1 each MAX-20, 50, 60 & 80

NO.160BK ATC Bulk Assortment
Selection of 160 ATC blade fuses. Fuses are loosely packed in 12-cavity, shatter-resistant plastic box. Contains ten fuses each of 3, 4, 7 1/2, 10, 15, 25, thirty of 20, 30.

SCA
A 485-piece assortment, including glass tube and blade fuses, in-line fuse holders, flashers, fusible links, circuit breakers, fuse puller and fuse tester. Contains the following:
- Fuses: Two each of MAX-20, 30, 40, 50, 60, ten of ATC-3, 5, 7 1/2, fifteen of AGC-5, 10, 15, 25, 30, ATM-3, 5, 7 1/2, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, SFE-14, twenty five of ATC-10, 15, 25, 30, SFE-20, fifty of ATC-20.
- Circuit Breakers: One each of CBB-30, CBC-_B 20, 30, two of UCB-6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30.
- Fusible Links: Two each of FLF-30, 60, FLM-120.
- Fuse Holders: Two each of HHG, HKM, HHH, HNN.
- Flashers: Two each of NO.232, NO.552
- Fuse Pullers/Testers: One each of FP-A3, FT-2.
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Retail Hardware Fuse Assortments
Popular fuse assortments and kits to meet the needs of residential circuit protection.
BP/ABC-A - Microwave Oven Fuse Assortment, ABC-10, (2)15 & (2)20A
BP/FNM-AH - High Amp FNM Cartridge Fuse Assortment: FNM-15 & 20A
BP/FNM-AL - Low Amp FNM Cartridge Fuse Assortment: FNM-5 & 10A
BP/FRN-AH - High Amp FRN-R Class RK5 Fuse Assortment: FRN-R-35 & 50A
BP/FRN-AL - Low Amp FRN-R Class RK5 Fuse Assortment: FRN-R-15 & 25A
BP/GMA-AH - High Amp GMA Electronic Glass Tube Fuse Assortment: two each GMA-3, 5 & 6A
BP/GMA-AL - Low Amp GMA Electronic Glass Tube Fuse Assortment: two each GMA-500MA, 1 & 2A
BP/NON-AL - Low Amp NON Cartridge Fuse Assortment: NON-15 & 25A
BP/SA-A - Fusstat Rejection Base Plug Fuse Adapter Assortment: SA-15 & 20A
BP/SC-A - SC Class G Fuse Assortment: SC-15 & 20A
HEF-1 - Mobile Phone, Electronic Equipment and Stereos Assortment: (2)AGC-1, (1)2 & (2)3A.
HEF-2 - Personal Computers and Peripherals Assortment: MDL-½, 1 & 2A; GDC-1 & 2A.
Retail Hardware Fuse Emergency Kits

Retail Hardware Holiday Light Fuses
Useful year-round, these fuses come in handy for keeping the lights on and the festivities going strong.
20-Card Christmas Light Counter Displays with Two Clip Strips
BP/GMA-5XM - GMA 5 x 20mm fast-acting 5 amp fuses. Five fuses per card.
BP/MAS-3X5 - MAS 3 x 5mm fast-acting 3 amp fuses. Five fuses per card.
BP/AGX-7X5 - AGX ½” x 1½” fast-acting 7 amp fuses. Five fuses per card.
BP/XMAS-6F Assortment* - GLH-7, AGX-7, (2)GMA-5 & MAS-3A Fuses. Total five fuses per card.
*Product mix is new from previous version.
Year-Round Holiday Light Fuse Set Packaging
Five cards per shelf pack. Yellow Cooper Bussmann packaging.
BP/MAS-3A - MAS 3 x 5mm fast-acting 3 amp fuses. Five fuses per card.
BP/GMA-5A - GMA 5 x 20mm fast-acting 5 amp fuses. Two fuses per card.

NON-EK - NON Cartridge Fuse Kit: 20, (2)30, 40 & (2)60A and FT-2 Fuse Tester.
SL-EK - SL Rejection Base Plug Fuse Kit: (3)15, (2)20 & 30A and FT-3 Fuse Tester.
TL-EK - TL Edison Base Plug Fuse Kit: 15, (2)20 & (3)30A and FT-3 Fuse Tester.

For product information and data sheets, visit www.cooperbussmann.com
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